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Abstract
One hundred eighteen participants identified as having dyslexia were matched on grade, gender,
race/ethnicity, SES, and geographic location with examinees from the standardization sample of
the Tests of Dyslexia (TOD; Mather et al., in press) in order to determine the relationship
between two theoretical operationalizations of dyslexia: the Simple View of Reading (SVR; D X
C = R) and the Dyslexia Probability Index (DPI) from the TOD; in addition, the relative power
of the SVR and DPI to predict dyslexia status was examined. Additional analyses were
conducted on a larger, non-matched sample (n = 1475) to determine the extent to which the
ability of SVR Reading Comprehension (SVR R) scores and the DPI scores to predict dyslexia
risk are affected by race, gender, and socioeconomic status (SES). Results show that the SVR R
and DPI scores were positively and statistically significantly correlated (p < .001). Based on a
logistic regression, the DPI predicted the greatest amount of variance in dyslexia status (x2(1) =
69.39, p < .001); the SVR R added a statistically significant portion of variance to the equation
(x2(2) = 76.91, p < .001). The SVR R prediction of dyslexia (x2(1) = 119.68, p < .001) was
significantly improved by gender (x2(2) = 129.37, p < .001) and SES (x2(5) = 138.65, p < .001).
Similarly, the DPI prediction of dyslexia (x2(1) = 125.49, p < .001) was significantly improved
by gender (x2(2) = 132.62, p < .001) and SES (x2(5) = 142.24, p < .001). Implications are
discussed.
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CHAPTER I
Review of the Literature
Dyslexia has been a topic of research interest for more than a century (Kirby, 2018);
however, only within the last 25 years or so have educators and parents of students with dyslexia
been able to garner the attention and resources necessary to appreciably influence the academic
trajectory of those impacted. For example, over 47 states now have guidelines informing Local
Education Agencies (LEAs) about best practices in the assessment, identification, and treatment
of dyslexia, testimony to the growing awareness of its negative educational, career, and personal
impact (Mather & Wendling, 2012; National Center on Improving Literacy, 2020). However, in
spite of the national interest, there remains some controversy regarding its definition, etiology,
and impact, though some theories of reading do address potential etiological influences of
reading failure that are consistent with and may be affected by dyslexia (McCallum & Bell, in
press; Wagner et al., 2019). For example, one theory of reading with implications for informing
the impact of dyslexia gained considerable attention in the 1980’s and is still the focus of
significant research – the Simple View of Reading (SVR). According to the SVR, reading
comprehension, the ultimate goal of reading, is the product of a multiplicative interaction
between decoding and linguistic comprehension, and the SVR definitional equation is usually
written as Decoding X Linguistic Comprehension = Reading Comprehension (D X C = R;
Gough & Tunmer, 1986). Given that dyslexia primarily impacts basic reading skills, or
decoding, and decoding deficits may negatively impact reading comprehension, the SVR
formula may predict both reading comprehension and dyslexia risk. Consequently, the first
purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between the SVR and dyslexia risk,
specifically the extent to which the SVR Reading Comprehension (SVR R) score is related to a
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second operationalization of dyslexia as defined by the Dyslexia Probability Index (DPI) from
the Tests of Dyslexia (TOD; Mather et al., in press). The goal is to determine the extent to which
the SVR formula and the DPI predict dyslexia status as defined by two groups of students —
those who have been identified as having dyslexia and those who have not. Furthermore, while
the evolving literature devoted to understanding reading achievement is growing, as is the
research base focusing specifically on the relationships between reading deficits influenced by
dyslexia and individual difference variables such as race, gender, or socioeconomic status (SES),
the research is not definitive (Hawke et al., 2009; Hussar et al., 2020; Mather & Wendling;
McCallum & Bell; Robinson, 2013). Thus, the second purpose of this study is to examine the
extent to which the power of the SVR R and DPI to predict dyslexia risk may be affected by
race, gender, and SES.
The History of Dyslexia and Current Conceptualizations
The following literature review includes: (a) a brief history and the most commonly
accepted definitions of dyslexia; (b) a history of the SVR and its potential link to dyslexia; and
(c) the relationship between demographic variables, (i.e., race, gender, and SES) and dyslexia.
This literature provides context and a rationale for this study, specifically, for the research
questions addressed.
The term ‘dyslexia’ was first coined by ophthalmologist Rudolph Berlin in the late
1800’s after observing some of his adult clients who demonstrated pronounced reading
difficulties (Kirby 2018; 2020). After determining the clients had no vision problems, he
concluded that these reading problems must be due to some differences in the brain, which
catalyzed more than a century of research investigating the nature of reading difficulties (Kirby
2018; 2020). During this time, the focus on dyslexia research shifted from adults to children and
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moved towards deriving an explanation for it that relies on cognitive underpinnings. By 1980,
several organizations were dedicated solely to supporting students with dyslexia (Kirby, 2018).
As recently as 2020, 47 states in the U.S. have implemented statewide laws regarding the
education of students with dyslexia (National Center on Improving Literacy, 2020). However, in
spite of decades of research on dyslexia, there is still some controversy regarding the best
definition (McCallum & Bell, in press; Wagner et al., 2019).
Most definitions of dyslexia include two key features: unexpected reading and spelling
deficits, and specific word reading and reading fluency weaknesses (Mather & Wendling, 2012).
Although definitions vary, most focus on weaknesses in phonological processing which affects
the acquisition of sound-symbol relationships. Phonological processing limitations make it
difficult for students to decode accurately, which then impacts word attack skills, fluency, and
comprehension (Mather & Wendling). Other definitions of dyslexia include references to
cognitive abilities which may lead to difficulties with decoding and reading fluency (McCallum
& Bell, in press; Sawyer, 2006), and these likely have central nervous system (CNS) brain-based
origins. According to some researchers, some students with dyslexia may have average to high
average verbal IQ scores and/or listening comprehension abilities (Mather & Wendling; Sawyer),
but also have some related cognitive deficits (e.g., phonological processing). Finally, other
experts note that some students with dyslexia have difficulty acquiring the linkages between
letters and letter patterns and the sounds they represent, referred to as orthographic processing
(McCallum et al., 2006).
Definitions of Dyslexia
The International Dyslexia Association (IDA, 2002) has provided an oft-cited definition
of dyslexia:
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Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in origin. It is
characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor
spelling and decoding abilities. These difficulties typically result from a deficit in the
phonological component of language that is often unexpected in relation to other
cognitive abilities and the provision of effective classroom instruction. Secondary
consequences may include problems in reading comprehension and reduced reading
experience that can impede growth of vocabulary and background knowledge.
Also, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013), used primarily by psychiatrists and psychologists in private practice settings
to diagnose mental disorders in the U.S., includes a specific reference to dyslexia under the
larger Specific Learning Disorders category. The manual includes the follow note:
Dyslexia is an alternative term used to refer to a pattern of learning difficulties
characterized by problems with accurate or fluent word recognition, poor decoding, and
poor spelling abilities. If dyslexia is used to specify this particular pattern of difficulties,
it is important also to specify any additional difficulties that are present, such as
difficulties with reading comprehension or math reasoning (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013).
Although the term dyslexia has been used synonymously by some with the descriptor
“reading disability,” most experts consider this term to be vague, broader than dyslexia, and to
include not only decoding and fluency problems but also limitations in reading comprehension.
The term dyslexia has also been used primarily to characterize poor decoders, but this
characterization may be too ambiguous and may not allow for inclusion of struggling readers
who do not show other characteristics of dyslexia that some experts consider important (Elliott,
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2020). For example, many characterize dyslexia as very resistant to basic reading intervention,
which limits the number of students identified with the disorder to only those with the most
severe difficulties. Finally, as alluded to above, some researchers characterize dyslexia as a
neuro-diverse disorder that goes beyond reading difficulties and includes a specific cognitive
profile with weaknesses in one or more of the following areas: phonological processing, working
memory, processing speed, and orthographic processing (Elliot; Kilpatrick, 2015; McCallum &
Bell, in press). However, dyslexia can occur in students with a variety of overall cognitive
abilities and the same interventions may be required, regardless of intellectual ability (Snowling
et al., 2020). In subsequent sections, additional elaborations on the etiology and characterizations
of dyslexia are provided.
Myths
Unfortunately, there are many misconceptions about dyslexia as interpretations of the
definition vary (Elliott, 2020; Mather & Wendling, 2012). Myths include characterizations such
as: those with dyslexia cannot read, have a low intelligence, or see things backwards, i.e., have
an atypically high frequency of reversals. However, many individuals with dyslexia are able to
read, albeit perhaps at slower rates unless they have a significant history of intensive
interventions; most do not have below average overall cognitive abilities and many have average
or higher overall IQ scores; many young children reverse certain letters or transpose letters in
words (e.g., p vs b, saw vs. was) up until 6 or 7 years of age, but those with dyslexia may
continue with these types of confusions into later grades (Mather & Wendling). One
characterization that continues to be supported in the medical/educational literature is the link
between dyslexia and specific central nervous system functioning (McCallum & Bell, in press).
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Relationship Between Dyslexia, Neurobiological Functioning, and Environment
Although dyslexia can be identified as early as age five, it is a lifelong disorder, and there
is no “cure.” Nonetheless, the effects of dyslexia can be moderated significantly by evidencebased interventions. Often, children with dyslexia have difficulties learning letters and the
sounds associated with each letter. For example, those with dyslexia may encounter difficulties
learning to rhyme, and they may confuse letters with similar sounds or appearance. Students with
dyslexia may demonstrate significant difficulties with spelling and tend to spell words the way
they sound rather than the way they look (Mather & Wendling, 2012). Because the English
language is considered a deep orthography and contains some spelling irregularities, the impact
of dyslexia is more severe with English language learning than it is for those who learn more
transparent languages (e.g., Spanish, Italian, Finnish; Mather & Wendling). Because some of the
difficulties associated with dyslexia can be observed before children experience formal reading
instruction, educators assumed even early in the research history that dyslexia may have
physiological origins (Kirby 2018; 2020), and the current research bears that assumption out.
Neurobiological Origins
The emerging evidence in support of the conclusion that dyslexia is neurobiological in
origin is significant, and that linkage has found its way into the generally accepted definitions of
dyslexia; for example, see IDA’s (2002) definition (also Shaywitz, 2020; Wolf, 2007). These
underlying biological factors, if known, can predict dyslexia. As indirect evidence shows,
family/parental history can increase risk for having dyslexia (Hulme & Snowling, 2009;
Pennington & Lefty, 2001). More direct evidence comes from results of studies using
neuroimaging to examine the brains of students which highlight functional differences in regions
of the brain supporting reading performance between those with dyslexia and those who do not
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have dyslexia (Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016). Most likely, certain genes predispose
individuals to the increased risk of susceptibility and are likely present as early as initial brain
development in utero.
For most individuals, learning to read is supported primarily by activity within left
hemisphere localization sites of the brain. Early research on dyslexia indicated that people with
dyslexia had abnormally large left hemispheres (Mather & Wendling, 2012). Evidence from
more recent studies shows asymmetrical differences between those with and without dyslexia, as
well as differences in white and gray matter ratios, differences in the corpus callosum, and
volume differences in the cerebral lobes and cerebellum (Mather & Wendling). Over time,
research focusing on the impact of specific brain region functioning between those with dyslexia
and those without has become more precise. For example, three regions of the brain have been
identified as particularly essential in the process of learning to read and demonstrate different
functionality in those with dyslexia: the inferior frontal cortex, temporo-parietal cortex, and the
occipito-temporal cortex (Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016). On fMRI studies, people with
dyslexia show greater activation of the inferior frontal cortex and less activation of the temporoparietal cortex and occipito-temporal cortex when asked to read lists of real words and nonwords, as compared to those who do not have dyslexia (Mather & Wendling). Because people
with dyslexia use different regions of the brain to read, they may employ less efficient strategies
when learning to read.
Environmental Differences
Although the evidence for brain-based differences between those who have dyslexia and
those who do not continue to accrue, environmental influences may exacerbate the problems as
well. As noted above, dyslexia can be inherited from parents, and children whose parents have
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reading and spelling problems are more likely to demonstrate similar difficulties (Mather &
Wendling, 2012; McCallum & Bell, in press). Parents with dyslexia engage in less shared
reading time with their children and demonstrate lower frequencies of modeling reading
behaviors (Scarborough, 1991; Snowling & Melby-Lervag, 2016; Torppa et al., 2007). Early
access to reading material is important for reading development and there is evidence which
indicates those with lower literacy skills earn less money as adults than those who do have
proficient literacy skills (Cornell, 2016; Sum, 1999). So, SES may be related to the literacy
environment available to students in their home. Additionally, there are several variables at
school that promote student success, particularly teacher effectiveness. That is, students must be
able to connect with the teacher and receive appropriate instruction in order to learn to read
efficiently (Mather & Wendling; McCallum & Bell). Moats (2020) indicated that explicit
instruction in reading skills to students at a young age (i.e., kindergarten) enhances success of all
but a few students who have severe dyslexia. Research focusing on students with dyslexia
indicates that boys with reading deficits are more likely to act out and engage in externalizing
behaviors than girls. Consequently, teachers tend to refer boys for psychoeducational assessment
more frequently, and their reading difficulties are more salient (Mather & Wendling). Finally,
dyslexia has a high comorbidity with several other conditions including Attentiondeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), speech sound disorder, and specific language disorder
(Mather & Wendling). These co-morbidities may negatively impact early reading acquisition as
these students may not display as much time on task or may encounter other difficulties.
Identification of Dyslexia
Traditionally, students with dyslexia have been identified through the aptitudeachievement discrepancy model, which was first introduced in 1932 (McCallum & Bell, in
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press). This model focuses on the idea that an individual’s deficit achievement (i.e., reading
problems) are “unexplained” when compared to aptitude (i.e., cognitive functioning), and hence
these individuals are more likely to have a learning disability (LD). Specifically, the discrepancy
model was intended to identify students whose reading and/or spelling was significantly lower
than overall intellectual functioning (Compton, 2020; Snowling et al., 2020; Wagner et al.,
2019). However, this method of identification has been criticized for several reasons. First, it has
been described as a wait-to-fail method (Vaughn & Fuchs, 2003). Students must demonstrate
significant struggles before they are identified and provided with an intervention. Additionally,
IQ measures often include a verbal comprehension measure of vocabulary development. The
‘Matthew Effect’ would suggest that students’ verbal ability could be related to, and to some
extent a function of, their reading skills. The ‘Matthew Effect’ is the notion that students who are
good readers read more, thus improving their reading skills, vocabulary acquisition, and fund of
general information, while students who are poor readers avoid reading and do not improve in
these areas as much (Stanovich, 1986). Additionally, the discrepancy model may not be sensitive
to identifying those with dyslexia because these students can demonstrate poor spelling or
phonological awareness regardless of their IQ, and if their overall IQ score is low, finding a
“discrepancy” is less likely (Snowling et al.; Stanovich, 1991).
In some states, Response to Intervention (RtI) models have replaced the aptitudeachievement discrepancy model in an attempt to address these criticisms, although other models
may be used, e.g., one that requires identifying a pattern of strengths and weaknesses (PSW)
approach (Mather & Wendling, 2012). Presumably, the RtI model provides universal screening
of all students to identify those who are at-risk and delivers high-quality intervention to students
who demonstrate academic needs (McCallum et al., 2013). It is a tiered system, in which each
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tier provides an additional level of intervention for students. Tier I generally refers to the core
curriculum that is presented to all students. Tiers II and III provide additional supports to small
portions of the school population who demonstrate academic difficulties in reading, writing, or
math. The academic progress of students who receive services in the tiers is monitored to ensure
that the intervention is benefitting the students, and modifications of the intervention are datadriven (Mather & Wendling; McCallum et al., 2013; Vaughn & Fuchs, 2003). The presumed
advantage of the RtI model is that students receive necessary support and intervention when they
first demonstrate academic difficulties and do not have to wait for a disability identification to
receive services (Mather & Wendling; Vaughn & Fuchs).
RtI is not without its critics. First, RtI does not identify the reason that a student is
failing, rather it only records a lack of progress (Mather & Wendling). Additionally, some have
questioned the fidelity to which high-quality instruction is implemented and whether the RtI
model is just a means to a referral or special education eligibility (Reynolds & Shaywitz, 2009).
Others have suggested that it may overlook bright but struggling readers or students who are
twice-exceptional, gifted with a disability (McCallum et al., 2013; Reynolds & Shaywitz),
whereas an aptitude-achievement discrepancy model would detect these students (McClurg et al.,
2020; Wagner et al., 2019).
Other methods have also been suggested for use in identifying students with dyslexia. For
example, the PSW model identifies a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in a student’s
cognitive and academic profile (Mather & Wendling, 2012; McCallum & Bell, in press).
Students with average or better overall cognitive ability but one or more deficits in the cognitive
abilities related to reading acquisition and who have deficits in basic reading demonstrate a
pattern of strengths and weaknesses that is consistent with dyslexia (McCallum & Bell; Wolf,
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2007). However, some argue that there is a lack of empirical support for this method of dyslexia
identification (Miciak & Fletcher, 2020). In addition, others have described some very specific
deficits that ought to be considered when identifying students with dyslexia. For example,
Noordenbos and Serniclaes (2015) suggested that deficits in categorical and speech perception
distinguish between those with and without dyslexia. Specifically, students with dyslexia
demonstrate difficulties discriminating sounds between phonemic categories, but do not
demonstrate as many problems discriminating sounds within phonemic categories. Finally, some
suggest using a hybrid approach for the identification of dyslexia that includes identifying
weaknesses in reading and spelling that often co-exist with dyslexia, particularly for students
who have received empirically-based instruction (Miciak & Fletcher).
Most state departments of education allow dyslexia to be identified as a learning
disability and define the specific requirements necessary for such an identification, which may
rely on the aptitude-achievement discrepancy model, an RtI model, or a PSW model (Mather &
Wendling, 2012). In addition, most states require screening specific to dyslexia, and may require
teachers to take formal coursework or continuing professional development focusing on
identification and treatment of dyslexia, specifically (Mather & Wendling).
Cognition and Dyslexia
Understanding the connection between cognition and dyslexia has shifted over the course
of the last century, largely due to the shift in identification methods. Under the aptitudeachievement discrepancy model, dyslexia was considered an “unexpected” reading deficit in
comparison to other abilities (Mather & Wendling, 2012; McCallum & Bell, in press). General
cognitive and academic abilities not involved in reading were required to be at or above average
levels to meet these criteria. Therefore, in the past, dyslexia may have been more closely
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associated with people who had average or high intelligence levels (Kirby, 2020). Similarly, the
PSW model often requires average or better general cognitive ability but low(er) specific
cognitive abilities that are presumed to underlie and must be linked to basic reading skills; basic
reading skills must also be lower than average relative to peers. The shift from these
discrepancy-based models to the RtI model has changed the focus from cognitive abilities to
deficits in basic reading skills, fluency, or comprehension. Within the RtI model guidelines,
students who fail to make adequate progress, i.e., fail to meet certain criteria, are considered to
have a learning disability, assuming other diagnoses can be ruled out (e.g., Intellectual
Disability). For example, a student who receives increasingly intense evidence-based instruction
but still fails to meet specific criteria may be considered to have a learning disability. Specific
criteria may include academic performance less than that of the lowest 15% of grade-based peers
and the rate of progress equal to or less than that of the lowest 15% (Berkeley et al., 2009).
Cognitive abilities are not addressed unless a student fails to make adequate progress and often
the typical strategy is to administer only enough cognitive tests necessary to rule out intellectual
disability or other disabilities (e.g., Emotional Disturbance). To satisfy the RtI model, low
reading performance does not have to meet the criteria of being “unexpected.” Consequently,
poor reading performance could be the result of low overall cognitive ability, though not low
enough to be considered evidence of an Intellectual Disability.
Due to the variability in methods used to identify dyslexia and the differences in selection
of these models, the prevalence rate of dyslexia is difficult to estimate (Wagner et al., 2020). For
example, some samples of students identified as having dyslexia may contain a significant
number of garden variety poor readers who are low in all or most cognitive and academic areas,
as opposed to only those with an unexpected weakness in word reading, spelling, or decoding
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(Wagner et al., 2020). Still, some estimates put the prevalence of dyslexia at 5-8%, while others
estimate up to 20% (Muter & Snowling, 2009; Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2003). More recent
research indicates that the achievement gap between readers who are typically developing and
readers who have dyslexia is evident as early as first grade and persists throughout grade school
(Shaywitz et al., 2021). Regardless of these controversies around prevalence, the most common
type of specific learning disability is reading, and the most common type of specific reading
deficiency, or profile, is the one that characterizes dyslexia (Dickman, 2019).
How is Dyslexia Operationalized within the Various Identification Models?
Models used to identify and operationalize learning disabilities, and specifically dyslexia,
require assessment of specific reading skills, and most require assessment of related cognitive
abilities as well. Typically, standardized tests scores provide evidence defining a pattern of
strengths and weaknesses, and this pattern is used to justify identification of a disability in
students with reading deficits (e.g., a learning disability in basic reading, reading fluency,
reading comprehension). Students with dyslexia tend to be identified as having a learning
disability in basic reading skills and/or reading fluency.
Tests batteries that are commonly used to operationalize the relevant strengths and
weaknesses underlying a pattern indicative of dyslexia contain cognitive measures of abilities
such as working memory, phonological processing, processing speed, etc., and ultimately
provide a composite score representing general intelligence. In addition, these batteries often
include measures of reading achievement operationalizing the reading abilities mentioned above
and include specific tests assessing word attack skills, reading fluency, comprehension, and so
on. Some of the most commonly used measures include the Woodcock-Johnson IV Tests of
Cognitive Abilities (WJ-IV-COG; Schrank et al., 2014) and the Woodcock-Johnson IV Tests of
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Achievement (WJ-IV-ACH; Schrank et al., 2014), the suite of Wechsler tests (the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children, Fifth Edition, or WISC-V, and the Wechsler Individual
Achievement Test, Fourth Edition, or WIAT-4; Pearson, 2020; Weschler, 2014), the Kaufman
cognitive and achievement batteries (Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, Second Edition,
Normative Update, or KABC–II NU, and Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement, Third
Edition or KTEA-3; Kaufman & Kaufman, 2014; Kaufman & Kaufman, 2018), and related
standalone measures of achievement such as the Comprehensive Test of Phonological
Processing, Second Edition (CTOPP-2; Wagner et al., 2013). However, while these tests or test
batteries contain many of the operationalizations necessary to provide an identification of a
learning disability in reading, none of them provide all the measures needed to define the pattern
of strengths and weaknesses that characterize dyslexia. In order to address this limitation, the
Tests of Dyslexia (TOD; Mather et al., in press) was developed and is currently in
standardization. The TOD is a battery containing 22 tests which may be used in combination to
assess all the cognitive and reading skills needed to create a pattern of scores defining dyslexia
risk, characterized by the Dyslexia Probability Index (DPI). The TOD is described in more detail
in the Method section. As note previously, one goal of this study is to compare the power of the
DPI and one model of reading, the SVR, to predict dyslexia status.
Can Models of Reading Inform Etiology of Dyslexia?
Definitions of dyslexia vary, as suggested above, and some definitions rely on models of
reading difficulties for their foundational structure. For example, one well-known model of
reading rests on the dual route theory, which proposes two separate routes for automatic reading
and a deficit in either route results in a form of dyslexia. According to Coltheart (1978; 2006;
2007), the first route, a direct lexical route, allows an individual to automatically read
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recognizable words. When this route is impaired, a person may develop “surface dyslexia,” and
may be able to sound out new words using phonics, but will struggle with reading irregular
words or words that do not follow common rules of phonics. They may spell irregular words
using traditional phonics rules or may perform more poorly when reading irregular words than
when reading words which are phonetically regular. The other route of reading, as defined in this
model, is a phonological decoding route required for pronouncing unfamiliar words (Coltheart,
1978; 2006; 2007). When there is a deficit in this route, an individual may develop phonological
dyslexia and may demonstrate difficulties sounding out or decoding new words.
Perhaps the most well-known model for the causes of dyslexia is referred to as the double
deficit model. According to this model, acquisition of basic, automatic reading skills relies on
phonological awareness/processing and rapid automatized naming; those who have phonological
processing deficits and/or slow naming speed are at risk for dyslexia. According to Wolf and
Bowers (1999) three subtypes of dyslexia emerge from this model: the phonological deficit
subtype, where phonological processing is impaired but naming speed abilities are average; the
naming speed deficit subtype, where naming speed is impaired, but phonological processing is
average; and the double deficit subtype, where both phonological processing and naming speed
are impaired (Vukovic & Seigel, 2006; Wolf & Bowers). Individuals who have the double deficit
are significantly more likely to have dyslexia.
Another term that is used to characterize those with reading problems consistent with
dyslexia is called deep dyslexia; individuals who meet the criteria for deep dyslexia have
significant word reading challenges (Plaut & Shallice, 1991), and display a variety of reading
errors including semantic errors, visual errors, errors in part-of-speech, and a tendency to replace
abstract words with words that are more concrete. They struggle to decode new words and may
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make sematic substitutions and morphological errors while they read. Like other manifestations
of dyslexia, deep dyslexia is assumed to be related to brain functioning, and most likely to
traumatic brain injury (Mather & Wendling).
Kilpatrick (2015) describes how problems with the components required for word
reading may lead to reading difficulties and lists four essential skills required for sight word
recognition: knowledge of letter names and their corresponding sounds, the ability to notice and
manipulate sounds of the spoken language, skills in putting these sounds together to make a
word, and finally, understanding the meanings of words and word parts to expand vocabulary. In
the first stage of learning to read, Kilpatrick suggests that knowledge of letter names and sounds
requires paired-associate learning between visual language and phonological knowledge. Once
this has been developed, students learn to manipulate sounds within words and blend those
sounds to develop phonic decoding skills. In a more complex process called “orthographic
mapping,” phoneme awareness, letter-sound knowledge, and phonological long-term memory
interact to allow students to encode printed words into their long-term memory. This allows
students to use stored pronunciations of words to identify letter sequences that represent these
pronunciations. Students are then able to acquire more sight words, and in turn expand their
vocabulary. Orthographic mapping is more complex than phonic decoding in that it requires
students to break a word down to its phonemes, while phonic decoding puts phonemes together
to create a word. Kilpatrick indicated that students with difficulties in any of these processes may
become struggling readers and suggested that struggling readers may not have strong
orthographic mapping skills.
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Difficulties in Reading Explained by the Simple View of Reading
As noted above, another model of reading that includes descriptions of foundational
reading skills is the Simple View of Reading (SVR). It also has implications for understanding
the origin of reading challenges, specifically those necessary for reading comprehension, the
ultimate goal of reading. Because it includes an operationalization of basic reading skills, the
SVR has also been linked to dyslexia. It is perhaps the most straightforward model of reading
because it relies on only two essential skills to predict reading comprehension, and it
operationalizes how deficits in these skills result in a reading disability. Gough and Tunmer
(1986) first defined the SVR and suggested that reading comprehension (R) is the product of
decoding (D) and linguistic comprehension (C). According to Gough and Tunmer, decoding was
defined as the ability to recognize and sound out words (both word recognition and phonics
skills). They hypothesized that word recognition skills are closest to their concept of decoding,
but noted that word recognition abilities rely on knowledge of letter-sound correspondence rules.
They defined Linguistic Comprehension as the ability to understand words and information
presented orally, suggesting that it is a separate skill and not reliant on decoding skills.
Based primarily on the models of reading and reading disability described above and
particularly on the SVR, three types of reading disabilities have been proposed: dyslexia,
hyperlexia, and a garden variety reading deficit. Within the SVR model, dyslexia is defined
primarily by poor decoding skills and adequate linguistic comprehension, which in turn, likely
results in some, perhaps significant, reading comprehension challenges. Hyperlexia is
characterized as having average decoding skills but poor linguistic comprehension. Finally, a
student with a garden variety reading disability has limited decoding and linguistic
comprehension skills, both of which influence reading comprehension (Gough & Tunmer, 1986)
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and those with limitations in both will be most impacted (Nation, 2019). Those with neither
decoding or linguistic comprehension limitations develop good reading comprehension with little
or no difficulty. Shortly after proposing this model of reading, Hoover and Gough provided
supportive data (1990), although not all experts endorse their model (Kirby & Savage, 2008;
Tunmer & Greaney, 2010). For example, some researchers have pointed out a limitation of this
model, i.e., it does not provide a comprehensive theory that addresses all areas of cognition
required for reading. Duke and Cartwright (2021) argue that the SVR leaves out causes of
reading difficultly that are unrelated to decoding or linguistic comprehension, the components of
the SVR overlap, and other processes not mentioned by the SVR are utilized while reading.
Additionally, there has been debate about how to operationalize the decoding component (Braze
et al., 2007; Gough & Tunmer). Others have suggested that the two components to the theory,
Decoding and Linguistic Comprehension, may not be independent and that a summative
relationship between the two may be more appropriate than a multiplicative relationship
(Georgiou et al., 2009; Kirby & Savage; Tunmer & Greaney). Tunmer and Hoover (2019)
address some of these criticisms by indicating that the SVR can be operationalized in a variety of
ways, and should be operationalized in a manner appropriate for the age of the learners. They
additionally note that the Matthew Effect may account for much of the shared variance between
the constructs of word recognition and language comprehension.
Since the original conceptualization of SVR, additional and independent research
findings have addressed linkages between the SVR and reading deficits, particularly overall
reading ability. In general, Kirby and Savage (2008) reported the SVR to be “a good fit to much
scientific data on typical and atypical development, and variation among students across the
school age range.” Some researchers have also emphasized the utility of the SVR in providing
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explicit reading instruction (Moats, 2020). As noted before, some researchers who have noted
limitations with SVR have tried to add cognitive variables to the model to better define reading
ability (Gustafson et al., 2013; Macaruso & Shankweiler, 2010; Savage, 2001; Torppa et al.,
2016). However, Nation (2019) noted that few studies have examined the nature of reading
comprehension within individuals with dyslexia.
To date, the linkages between the SVR and dyslexia have remained primarily theoretical.
That is, there are no empirical evidence addressing the capacity of the SVR to predict dyslexia
status, and that is one goal of this study.
Some Salient Demographic Variables Impacting Reading Achievement and Dyslexia
The research focusing on variables that influence reading success can be conceptualized
into two main categories: the literature addressing the relationship between within-the-individual
(internal) influences and reading, and the literature addressing the relationship between outsidethe-individual (external) characteristics and reading success. Dyslexia is generally assumed to be
a within-the-individual variable, though certainly moderated/mitigated by external factors such
as instructional quality, home environment, and so on. And, the internal and/or external variables
may have either limited or more significant impact depending on how deficits are
operationalized, identified, and addressed. For example, definitions of a reading disability may
rely on linking a reading deficit to cognitive underpinnings (Hussar et al., 2020; Rebarber, 2020)
such as general intelligence, or more specific cognitive elements such as working memory and
phonological processing (Kirby, 2020; Mather & Wendling; McGrew & Wendling, 2010).
Typically, identification of a reading-based learning disability must rule out the environment as a
significant contributing factor, such as poor support at home, absenteeism, and other important
variables that may be linked to SES. Others have explored the relationship between reading
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achievement and other individual-difference demographic variables such as race and gender
(Arnett et al., 2017; Hawke et al., 2009; Hoyles & Hoyles, 2010; Hussar et al.; Mather &
Wendling; McCallum & Bell, in press; Voyer & Voyer, 2014). Below is a summary of some of
the relationships between more salient internal and external variables and reading related
performance.
Cognition
Cognition and Reading Achievement. While a reading disability was once identified as
individuals with average achievement and unexplained weakness in reading, researchers have
more recently examined how cognition relates to reading achievement (Bell et al., 2003;
McCallum & Bell, in press; McGrew & Wendling, 2010). For example, several studies have
examined which underlying cognitive processes, as defined by the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory of
intelligence, are relevant to reading (e.g., McGrew & Wendling). While studies report mixed
results on the effect sizes of each cognitive process, some cognitive abilities linked to reading
include: verbal knowledge, working memory, short term memory, phonological processing,
processing speed, and fluid reasoning (Cormier et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2002; McGrew &
Wendling). Other studies have emphasized the importance of cognitive abilities such as
planning/monitoring, or executive functioning, rapid automatized naming, and working memory
(Chalmers & Freeman, 2019; Dunn et al., 2020; Sideridis et al., 2019). For example, in one
study, adults with dyslexia performed poorer on naming speed tasks than their typically
achieving peers (Dahhan et al., 2020). In comparing students with and without ADHD, verbal
comprehension and working memory explained differences in reading achievement (Calub et al.,
2019). Duik and colleagues (2019) found that children with reading difficulties also
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demonstrated an overall lower cognitive profile. In sum, there appear to be several cognitive
processes that are related to reading achievement, though not all underlie dyslexia specifically.
Cognition and the Simple View of Reading. Many researchers have modified the
Simple View of Reading model to determine the effect of various cognitive abilities on the
reading process. First, researchers have found that IQ can predict reading comprehension as
defined by the Simple View of Reading in some students (Kershaw & Schattschneider, 2012).
Similarly, Torppa and colleagues (2016) found that cognitive abilities were predictive of young
students’ reading comprehension due to their indirect effects on listening comprehension. Others
have examined the extent to which verbal cognitive abilities fit into the Simple View of Reading
model. For example, according to several studies, verbal cognitive abilities provided less
predictive power than decoding and listening comprehension (Gustafson et al., 2013; Savage,
2001; 2006). However, in some cases, verbal abilities and phonological skills did contribute
(Gustafson et al.; Marcaruso & Schankweiler, 2010). This is further supported by Melb-Lervag
& Lervag (2014), who indicated that interventions targeting reading comprehension and
decoding have greater effects than general cognitive interventions targeting working memory
and phonological processing, which are less implicated in improving reading comprehension.
Race
In the United States, the achievement gap between Black and White students is well
documented, with White students obtaining higher scores than Black students; this gap has not
narrowed since the 1980’s (Barton & Coley, 2009; Hanushek et al., 2019; Robinson, 2013).
White students tend to have higher reading and math achievement than some minority groups,
including African-American, Hispanic, and Native American students, as evidenced by NAEP
Reading and Mathematics scores (Barton & Coley; Hussar et al., 2020). In addition, White
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students have higher rates of high school graduation than some minority group members (e.g.,
Blacks, Hispanics; Hussar et al.; Schott Foundation for Public Education, 2015). Additionally,
minority students are overrepresented in special education, when compared to their White peers
(Hussar et al.; Schott Foundation for Public Education). According to some researchers, RtI has
not helped to improve the reading gaps between students of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds (Willis, 2019). The achievement gap has been explained by quality of education,
preschool attendance, SES, and other home and environmental factors (Armor et al., 2018;
Barton & Coley; Kuhfeld et al., 2020; Lang & Spitzer, 2020). Despite many efforts in policy
reform, the gap still exists (Willis).
Literature surrounding dyslexia and race is scant (McCallum & Bell, in press). While
dyslexia is present across all cultures and races, literature has not appreciably addressed the
relationship between dyslexia and race (Hoyles & Hoyles, 2010; Mather & Wendling, 2012).
Hoyles and Hoyles pointed out in the British Library catalogue, there is only one reference in
response to a search for “dyslexia and race”, while 870 references are produced in a search for
“dyslexia.” In response, they conducted a qualitative examination of eight Black dyslexic adults.
Findings indicated that race compounded the effects of dyslexia. For example, participants
reported feeling stupid from a young age, being called lazy or inattentive, and had a variety of
emotional responses to their identification, including excitement, denial, or anger (Hoyles &
Hoyles). In the United States, there is a similar lack of research focusing on the intersection of
race and dyslexia. According to Robinson (2013), there is a significant amount of research
dedicated to the gap in achievement between Black and White students, including research
examining reading performance. For example, the literature addresses the underrepresentation of
Black males in gifted programs and the overrepresentation of Black males in other special
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education categories; however, there is no research specific to Black males identified with
dyslexia. Rather, Robinson surmises that Black students may be incorrectly placed in special
education under categories serving behavioral and cognitive disabilities and may miss out on
much needed interventions for dyslexia. Obviously more research is needed to help address the
incidence of dyslexia as a function of race.
Gender
Across studies conducted in many countries, it is clear that girls perform better on
standardized tests of reading achievement. In fact, data from a meta-analysis conducted of over
one million students from many countries, elementary-age and adolescent girls scored higher
than boys (Nalipay et al., 2019; Voyer & Voyer, 2014). Research has indicated that girls have
higher engagement in school and that differences in behavioral problems between young boys
and girls can predict achievement later in life (Owens, 2016; Pyne, 2020). Girls tend to read
more than boys, have a more positive attitude toward reading, and experience more enjoyment in
reading (Logan & Johnston, 2009; Nalipay et al.; Sainsbury & Schagen, 2004). Additionally, the
number of boys referred for and identified as having reading problems in research is greater than
the number of girls (Hawke et al., 2009; Rutter et al., 2004)
As mentioned before, prevalence rates of individuals with dyslexia vary, perhaps due in
part to the various identification models utilized. The same is true when examining prevalence
rates by gender (Mather & Wendling, 2012; McCallum & Bell, in press). However, historically
the prevalence rate for reading difficulties, including dyslexia, is generally higher for males than
females, and there tends to be an overrepresentation of males in samples of individuals with
severe reading problems (Hawke et al., 2009; Mather & Wendling; McCallum & Bell). More
recent data suggest that boys and girls may be affected equally (Shaywitz et al., 2021). There are
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no genetic differences that affect the etiology of dyslexia (Hawke et al., 2006), but there are
several other possible explanations.
First, males are more likely to be referred for special education services due to the nature
of the presentation of disabilities. As noted above, males are more likely to exhibit externalizing,
disruptive behaviors, while girls are more likely to exhibit internalizing, less salient behaviors
(Arnett et al., 2017; Pennington et al., 2009). Second, some researchers suggest that males
demonstrate more test score variability than females, thus explaining their overrepresentation in
identification (Arnett et al.; Hawke et al., 2009). This phenomenon occurs on screening
techniques and questionnaires about reading performance, as well as on direct assessment of
cognitive variables, such as processing speed, which may mediate dyslexia (Arnett et al.; Hawke
et al., 2009; Smythe, 2019). Additionally, some have suggested that female students are less
impacted by environmental factors, including teaching methods and quality of teaching,
differences in social class, and other outside variables (Geschwind, 1981). In summary, more
data are needed to inform the gender ratio of individuals with dyslexia.
SES
Socioeconomic status is strongly related to reading achievement (McCallum & Bell, in
press). Even as young as early childhood, SES impacts language development and vocabulary
(Fernald et al., 2013). Some risk factors of poor reading outcomes include poverty, low
birthweight, single parent household, and low parental education (Rouse et al., 2019). Students
from low SES demonstrate poorer reading growth, after intelligence has been controlled for, and
students in poverty show different cognitive profiles than peers from middle class homes, which
likely affect reading ability (Dolean et al., 2019; Duik et al., 2019).
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Additionally, the home environment impacts reading achievement and is related to
poverty/SES. Some of these factors include the number and quality of books in the home or how
often the student is read to, and parents in poverty may have less time to spend reading and
talking to their children (Mather & Wendling, 2012). Constantino (2005) demonstrated that
students living in lower SES neighborhoods have less access to books at home, at school, and at
the public library, and that there are less bookstores located in lower SES neighborhoods. This
lack of access to literacy can contribute to reading achievement (Mather & Wendling).
Additionally, as noted above, some reading problems are likely related to genetic hereditability,
and children who are impacted may have parents with similar problems, resulting in generational
cycles of struggling readers with less access to literature (McCallum & Bell, in press).
While reading achievement has been related to SES for a variety of factors, there has
been less research examining the specific relationship between SES and dyslexia. According to
some of the literature, dyslexia has been most prevalent in the middle class historically (Whyte,
2020), perhaps as a result of better access to experts who can identify it credibly. Other
researchers acknowledge that dyslexia has gained most attention through the involvement of
parents who are middle class, but prevalence rates may not differ (Kirby, 2020). A more
generally accepted hypothesis is that dyslexia affects individuals of all socioeconomic statuses
equally, though more data are needed to address this issue (Kirby, 2020; Mather & Wendling,
2012; McCallum & Bell, in press).
Rationale for the Study
The definition and identification of dyslexia have been the focus of controversy for
decades, as have prevalence rates as a function of gender, race, and SES (Mather & Wendling,
2012; McCallum & Bell, in press, Wagner et al., 2020). Although there are several theories of
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reading and reading disability that have implications for operationalizing dyslexia, there is not
consensus on one best approach (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Mather & Wendling; Plaut & Shallice,
1991). The SVR provides one theoretical explanation as it defines an equation, a pattern of
scores, that may operationalize parameters characterizing a significant portion of those with
dyslexia (Gough & Tunmer). Although some have called for the inclusion of more cognitive
variables in the SVR model, the most common conceptualization remains a two-factor model:
Decoding (D) X Linguistic Comprehension (C) = Reading Comprehension (R; Florit & Cain,
2011; Kirby & Savage, 2008; Nation, 2019), and the assumption is that individuals with dyslexia
primarily exhibit decoding difficulties. However, there is limited research on the relationship
between the SVR and dyslexia. Consequently, one goal of this study is to determine the extent to
which the SVR formula is related to another operationalization of dyslexia, the DPI from the
TOD, and the extent to which the SVR predicts dyslexia status compared to DPI.
A second purpose of this study is to determine the extent to which the predictive power of
the SVR and the DPI is affected as a function of race, gender, and SES. While there has been
significant research on influences on broad reading achievement, the relationship between these
demographic variables and dyslexia is much less clear (Arnett et al.; 2017; Hawke et al., 2009;
Hoyles & Hoyles, 2010; Hussar et al., 2020; Mather & Wendling; McCallum & Bell; Robinson,
2013; Voyer & Voyer, 2014).
Research Questions
1. What is the statistical relationship between the SVR R and the TOD DPI?
2. What is the relative power of the SVR R and the TOD DPI to predict dyslexia
status?
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3. How is the ability of SVR R to predict dyslexia status affected by race/ethnicity,
gender, and SES?
4. How is the ability of TOD DPI to predict dyslexia status affected by
race/ethnicity, gender, and SES?
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CHAPTER II
Methods
Participants and Setting
Participants included students who were a part of the standardization sample for the Tests
of Dyslexia (TOD; Mather et al., in press) and who were recruited by the test publisher, Western
Psychological Services (WPS). Participants were recruited from across the country to participate
in the standardization process to create a sample representative of the U.S. based on 2018 census
data. In addition, students identified with dyslexia were recruited and assessed using the TOD by
WPS personnel from a number of schools of students serving only students with dyslexia.
Additionally, students who had formal identification of a Specific Learning Disorder in Basic
Reading Skills served as a part of the sample of students identified has having dyslexia. Students
from the TOD standardization data were matched to those identified as having dyslexia
according to grade, gender, race/ethnicity, SES, and geographic region in order to predict
dyslexia status.
WPS recruited participants, obtained consent, and coordinated examiners to administer
the assessment. The information collected from individuals included raw scores from all tests of
the TOD, rating scale scores, and demographic variables, including age, grade, race/ethnicity,
gender, SES, geographic location, and special education classification. All data collected belong
to WPS. For the current study, de-identified data were shared with the principal investigator and
members of the research team to conduct the analyses. The research team consisted of two
faculty members with expertise in school psychology and special education and two school
psychology doctoral students. No researchers were given access to identifying information of the
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participants. Prior to the data being shared, IRB permission was obtained from the University
Office of Research and Engagement.
The original dataset shared by WPS included 2,045 participants, ranging from ages 5-89.
Two separate datasets were created from this sample for the purpose of addressing the research
questions. The first dataset included all students identified as having dyslexia, along with a
matched sample of non-dyslexic students, and was used for the first two research questions. The
purpose of this was to eliminate any variability in the predictive equations of the SVR R and DPI
that was related to other demographic variables, such as gender, race/ethnicity, or SES.
Researchers first identified any students in the dataset with dyslexia. This was operationalized as
any participant who attended a school for students with dyslexia and those who reported having a
diagnosis of Specific Learning Disorder in Basic Reading Skills. There were a total of 133
participants identified as having dyslexia prior to data cleaning. After the data were cleaned,
there were 118 students identified as having dyslexia and the following school settings were
represented: public school (n = 78), private school (n = 32), private school for students with
dyslexia (n = 2), homeschool or online school (n = 4). Two students did not report their school
setting. These participants were then matched to other individuals in the sample who did not
report a diagnosis of dyslexia based on several demographic variables, including grade, gender,
race/ethnicity, SES (as measured by parents’ highest education level), and geographic region.
Participants from the dyslexic sample were matched as closely as possibly to those in the nondyslexic sample, however, some matches were not exact. All pairs were matched exactly for
grade, gender, and race/ethnicity, with the exception of one participant who did not report
gender. Seven of the individuals were unable to be matched as being from the same SES, while
30 participants were not able to be matched as being from the same geographic region. However,
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the students who represented the closest matches for all variables were selected for each case and
matches were verified by a second rater. The final dataset contained a total of 236 participants,
half of which were identified as having dyslexia.
A second dataset was used to address Research Questions Three and Four. This dataset
included all participants who were not eliminated in the data cleaning process. By using the
entire sample for these questions, it was possible to estimate the impact of various demographic
variables on the SVR R and DPI predictions. The total number of students identified as having
dyslexia was 118 and the total number of students who were not identified as having dyslexia
was 1,357. From the entire sample, 1116 students attended public school, 169 attended private
school, 2 attended a special dyslexia school, 3 were not in school, and 115 were homeschool or
engaged in online school.
Tests of Dyslexia
The Tests of Dyslexia is a newly developed test battery designed to provide a
comprehensive assessment for identifying individuals with dyslexia. It includes both a group
screener and a comprehensive, individually administered assessment to allow for screening and
formal identification of individuals with dyslexia. The TOD includes four components: the TODScreener (TOD-S), the TOD-Early (TOD-E), the TOD-Comprehensive (TOD-C), and parent,
teacher, and self-rating scales. The TOD-S is a group administered screener that takes 10-15
minutes to administer, can be used for individuals from Kindergarten – adulthood, and indicates
whether further assessment is warranted for each individual. It measures receptive vocabulary,
spelling knowledge, and reading rate. The TOD-E (K-2) and TOD-C (1-adult) provide further
comprehensive assessment to allow for formal identification of dyslexia and an examination of
strengths and weaknesses for individuals flagged by the TOD-S. The TOD-C includes 14
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composites that provide information about three broad areas of reading: Reading and Spelling,
Linguistic Processing, and Cognitive Abilities. The following composites represent Reading and
Spelling: Sight Word Acquisition, Phonics Knowledge, Basic Reading Skills, Decoding
Efficiency, Spelling, Reading Fluency, and Reading Comprehension Efficiency. Linguistic
Processing (Risk Factors) composites include Phonological Awareness, Rapid Automatized
Naming, Orthographic Processing, Auditory Working Memory, and Symbol to Sound Learning.
Finally, the Cognitive Abilities area includes Vocabulary and Reasoning. Each composite is
made up of one or more individual test scores. Some test scores are obtained on the screener,
while others are found on the comprehensive assessment. Tests may vary between the TOD-E
and the TOD-C, i.e., some tests may differ slightly reflecting developmental changes as children
age and acquire instruction. Finally, the TOD rating scales provide qualitative information about
an individual’s reading skills based on self-report, parent report, and teacher report measures;
however, the rating scales were not used in the current study.
All tests items and administration directions were written initially by each of one of four
members of the TOD author team, and the other three members vetted each item and the related
directions; those perceived as problematic by any author because of potential bias/unfairness,
inappropriate difficulty level, etc., were eliminated. Items were then submitted to WPS personnel
for another round of review. Finally, items and directions were included in a pilot battery, which
was administered to 220 examinees across the country. Pilot data yielded initial item and test
statistics (e.g., item-scale reliabilities, infit and outfit data from Rasch analyses, and reliabilities
via Cronbach’s alphas). Reliability coefficients from the pilot data were averaged across all
participants second grade through 12th grade and are reported below.
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For the current study, all tests comprising the TOD-S and TOD-C were utilized. Specific
tests used to create the SVR equation and the dyslexia risk equation (Dyslexia Probability Index)
are described in more detail.
Reading and Spelling
Data from the following tests assessing reading and spelling skills were included in the
current study. Tests are described by the composites the they comprise; one test may be included
in multiple composites.
Sight Word Acquisition. Data from the following tests assessing sight word acquisition
were included in the current study.
Irregular Word Reading. This test is included on the TOD-C. This test requires the
examinee to read words aloud that contain irregular sound-symbol correspondences of increasing
difficulty. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .93.
Rapid Irregular Word Reading. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the
examinee to read words of increasing difficulty that contain irregular sound-symbol
correspondence as quickly as possible for one minute. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is
.98.
Phonics Knowledge. Data from the following tests assessing phonics knowledge were
included in the current study.
Pseudoword Reading. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee to
begin by saying sounds associated with letters and then pronounce pseudowords. Cronbach’s
Alpha from the pilot data is .96.
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Rapid Pseudoword Reading. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the
examinee to read sounds associated with letters and then nonsense words as quickly as possible
for one minute. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .95.
Basic Reading Skills. Data from the following tests assessing basic reading skills were
included in the current study.
Irregular Word Reading. See the description provided above.
Pseudoword Reading. See the description provided above.
Decoding Efficiency. Data from the following tests assessing decoding efficiency were
included in the current study.
Rapid Irregular Word Reading. See the description provided above.
Rapid Pseudoword Reading. See the description provided above.
Spelling. Data from the following tests assessing spelling were included.
Irregular Word Spelling. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee to
spell words that are presented orally by the examiner, which contain irregular sound-symbol
correspondence increasing in difficulty. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .92.
Regular Word Spelling. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee to
spell words that are presented orally by the examiner, which contain regular sound-symbol
correspondence increasing in difficulty. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .93.
Reading Fluency. Data from the following tests assessing reading fluency were included
in the current study.
Question Reading Fluency. This test is included on the TOD-S and was administered to
students in second grade and above. It requires the examinee to read questions silently and circle
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the correct response from four options as quickly as possible for three minutes. Cronbach’s
Alpha from the pilot data is .97.
Oral Reading Efficiency. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee to
read a grade-appropriate passage aloud for one minute, while the examiner marks any errors that
are made. Cronbach’s Alpha is not available for this item, as it is a one-item test. Test-retest
reliability is not available at this time.
Reading Comprehension Efficiency. Data from the following tests assessing reading
comprehension efficiency were included in the current study.
Word Reading Fluency. See the description provided above.
Question Reading Fluency. See the description provided above.
Silent Reading Efficiency. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee
to read passages of increasing difficulty and answer comprehension questions under a timed
condition. The time limit is five minutes for students in grades 1-5 and eight minutes for students
in grades 6 and above. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .93.
Linguistic Processing (Risk Factors)
Data from the following tests assessing linguistic processing skills were included in the
current study. Tests are described by the composites the they comprise; one test may be included
in multiple composites.
Phonological Awareness. Data from the following tests assessing phonological
awareness were included in the current study.
Blending and Segmentation. This test is included on the TOD-C and includes two
subtests. The Blending subtest requires the examinee to blend words, syllables, and phonemes to
make a whole word. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .89. The Segmentation subtest
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requires the examinee to break apart compound words, syllables, and phonemes. Cronbach’s
Alpha from the pilot data is .88.
Substitution and Deletion. This test is included on the TOD-C and also consists of two
subtests. The Substitution subtest requires the examinee to change a word, syllable, or phoneme
to make a new word. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .79. The Deletion subtest requires
the examinee to take away a word, syllable, or phoneme to make a new word. Cronbach’s Alpha
from the pilot data is .89.
Rapid Automatized Naming. Data from the following tests assessing rapid automatized
naming were included in the current study.
Rapid Letter Naming. This test is included on the TOD-C. In this test, the examinee is
presented with rows of confusable letters (e.g., b, d, p) in a random order and must name as
many as possible within one minute. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .98.
Rapid Number and Letter Naming. This test is included on the TOD-C. In this test, the
examinee is presented with rows of letters (E, F, L) and numbers (3, 6, 9) in random order and
must name as many as possible within one minute. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .98.
Orthographic Processing. Data from the following tests assessing orthographic
knowledge were included in the current study.
Letter and Word Choice. This test is included on the TOD-S. This test requires the
examinee to read a letter or word aloud and circle the correct letter or correctly spelled word
from a choice of four similar options. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .88.
Word Pattern Choice. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee to
look at a row of four-letter groups and choose one that conforms to the spelling patterns typical
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of real English words as quickly as possible for two minutes. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot
data is .96.
Auditory Working Memory. Data from the following tests assessing auditory working
memory were included in the current study.
Letter Memory. This test is included on the TOD-C. The examinee is required to listen to
a string of letters and then repeat the letters in reverse order. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot
data is .73.
Word Memory. This test is included on the TOD-C. The examinee is required to listen to
a string of words and then repeat the words in reverse order. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot
data is .72.
Symbol to Sound Learning. Data from the following test assessing symbol to sound
learning were included in the current study.
Symbol to Sound Learning. This test is included on the TOD-C. On this test, the
examinee is presented with symbols that represent letter sounds and is asked to blend the sounds
together to pronounce real words. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .95.
Cognitive Abilities
Data from the following tests assessing linguistic processing skills were included in the
current study. Tests are described by the composites the they comprise; one test may be included
in multiple composites.
Reasoning. Data from the following tests assessing reasoning were included in the
current study.
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Geometric Analogies. This test is included on the TOD-C. It requires the examinee to
select one of four response options that completes a symbolic/abstract analogy presented in a
matrix format (e.g., A is to B as C is to ?). Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .93.
Picture Analogies. This test is included on the TOD-C. This test requires the examinee to
select one of four response options that completes a picture analogy presented in a matrix format
(e.g., A is to B as C is to ?). Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .91.
Vocabulary. Data from the following tests assessing vocabulary were included in the
current study.
Picture Vocabulary. This test is included on the TOD-S. It requires the examinee to look
at four pictures and circle the one that is the best depiction of a word presented orally by the
examiner. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .76.
Listening Vocabulary. This test is included on the TOD-C. This test requires the
examinee to say or point to one of four words that best answer a question read orally by the
examiner. Cronbach’s Alpha from the pilot data is .89.
SVR and DPI Operationalizations and Data Analysis
After the data were obtained, data cleaning procedures were conducted, followed by
calculation of descriptive statistics, including means, standard deviations, ranges, skewness, and
kurtosis for all variables.
The TOD test included some 22 individual tests, and certain TOD tests were used to
operationalize the SVR R and the Dyslexia Probability Index (DPI). The equation for the SVR R
required measures of reading decoding and linguistic comprehension, and the relationship
between the two defining reading comprehension was multiplicative. The DPI used test scores
comprised of all three broad areas of reading measured in the TOD: Reading and Spelling,
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Linguistic Processing, and Cognitive Abilities. In general, for those with dyslexia some cognitive
subconstructs are typically low (i.e., negatively affected), like phonological processing, working
memory, orthographic processing, and processing speed; but some cognitive subconstructs are
much less likely to be negatively impacted by dyslexia (e.g., fluid intelligence, verbal
knowledge/comprehension). To identify dyslexia, the working assumption was that overall
cognitive ability (e.g., fluid intelligence, verbal comprehension) should have been average or
better, but the affected linguistic processing factors mentioned above would have been lower and
the reading and spelling subtests would be affected in individuals with dyslexia. With this
context in mind, the following equations describe calculation of the SVR R and DPI scores.
Operationalizing the Simple View of Reading
The equation such that Decoding (D) X Linguistic Comprehension (C) = Reading (R)
was used to create a distribution based on the following conceptualization. D was operationalized
by the average of the TOD-Comprehensive tests of Irregular Word Reading and Pseudoword
Reading and C by the average of Picture Vocabulary and Listening Vocabulary tests.
According to the literature, the SVR has been used to help identify those with dyslexia and may
have been a decent operationalization of it when the SVR R score was low as a function of a low
D score multiplied by an average or better C score. If the reverse pattern occurred, the pattern
was referred to as hyperlexia. So, the same score could have occurred as a function of either D
being low and C average (or better) or D being average (or better) and C being low, i.e., 60 X
100 = 6000 just as 100 X 60 = 6000. However, to initially differentiate those whose SVR R
scores were low because of limited D vs limited C, negative scores were used to characterize
those with low C scores (i.e., C scores lower than D scores) and positive numbers were used to
define scores that were low because of limited D, (i.e., D scores lower than C scores);
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consequently, higher SVR R scores defined those at risk for dyslexia. Finally, z scores were
calculated, and these scores were transformed to create a distribution of scores such that the
mean was set to 100 and the standard deviation to 15. This distribution was normalized
according to the procedures described in McCallum and Bracken (2018).
Operationalizing the Dyslexia Probability Index
To determine DPI risk, the following equation was applied. Initially, the average of all
cognitive and academic TOD-C test scores least affected by dyslexia for each participant were
calculated and subtracted from the average of all those cognitive and academic test scores most
affected. Specifically, an average of the least affected tests was comprised of all tests within the
cognitive abilities construct (Picture Vocabulary, Listening Vocabulary, Geometric
Analogies, Picture Analogies). Next, the average of those TOD-C scores most affected was
calculated; the most affected scores were all tests from the Reading and Spelling and Linguistic
Processing constructs (Irregular Word Reading, Rapid Irregular Word Reading,
Pseudoword Reading, Rapid Pseudoword Reading, Irregular Word Spelling, Regular
Word Spelling, Question Reading Fluency, Oral Reading Efficiency, Silent Reading
Efficiency, Blending and Segmentation, Substitution and Deletion, Rapid Letter Naming,
Rapid Number and Letter Naming, Letter and Word Choice, Word Pattern Choice, Letter
Memory, Word Memory, Symbol to Sound Learning). The average of those most affected
was subtracted from those TOD-C tests least affected; thus, higher scores indicated more risk.
Finally, z scores were calculated and these scores were transformed to create a distribution of
scores such that the mean was set to 100 and the standard deviation to 15. This distribution was
normalized according to the procedures described in McCallum and Bracken (2018). The
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calculations described above yielded a distribution that defines the DPI, and those with higher
DPI scores were at risk for dyslexia.
Data Analyses
Using data from dyslexia students and a matched sample, a correlational analysis
determined the relationship between the SVR R and DPI scores, i.e., the Pearson Product
Moment Correlation coefficient and Coefficient of Determination defined the relationship and
was examined for statistical significance. Additionally, a logistic regression analysis was
conducted to determine the relative capability of the SVR R and DPI scores to predict dyslexia
status. Finally, using data from the entire sample, additional logistic regression analyses were
conducted to determine the extent to which the ability of the SVR R and DPI to predict dyslexia
status was affected by gender, race/ethnicity, and SES.
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CHAPTER III
Results
Data cleaning procedures and descriptive statistics are described in the first part of this
chapter. Those descriptions are followed by data analyses addressing Research Questions One
through Four.
Data Cleaning Procedures
Prior to conducting analyses, data were cleaned using the following procedures. WPS
conducted initial data cleaning processes before sharing the datasets. After running sum
frequencies, WPS eliminated any major outliers within the data as well as cases where
demographic information was inconsistent or impossible (i.e. a six-year-old in the sixth grade).
Additionally, WPS implemented basal and ceiling rules for each TOD test and used a data
estimation program (BLIMP) to estimate any data missing at the item-level. TOD tests that were
skipped by the participant were not estimated by WPS.
After the data were cleaned by WPS, the dyslexic sample, the non-dyslexic matched
sample, and the entire non-dyslexic sample were all cleaned independently. Because the TOD
tests required for first grade participants differ slightly from all others, first grade participants
were removed from the samples. Individuals who were enrolled in college and those who were
no longer enrolled in school at all were also removed. Individuals missing data for gender were
removed. Additionally, students who were missing more than 25% of scores on the TOD tests
were removed from the samples. Finally, missing test scores were replaced with estimations in
each sample. Missing test scores were replaced with the median score from other students in the
same grade and sample (i.e. dyslexic vs. matched non-dyslexic vs entire non-dyslexic),
respectively. The final matched sample for Research Questions 1 and 2 consisted of 118
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individuals with dyslexia and 118 matched individuals without dyslexia. The final sample for
Research Questions 3 and 4 was 1,475, which included the 118 students identified as dyslexic
and 1,357 students who were not. See Table 1 for demographic information of each sample.
Descriptive Statistics
After the data cleaning procedures were completed, mean scores for the SVR R and DPI
composite scores were obtained for both samples. Means, standard deviations, skewness, and
kurtosis are presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Data were examined for normality where skewness
of greater than |3| and kurtosis |10| were considered abnormal (Kline, 2005); no value met or
exceeded those values; therefore, data are considered normally distributed. Results for each
research question are presented below.
Research Question 1: Relationship Between the SVR R and the DPI
To address Research Question 1, correlational analyses were conducted on the matched
sample, which included 118 students with dyslexia and 118 matched students without dyslexia.
By using the matched samples, demographic factors that most likely impacted the correlation
between the SVR R and the DPI were eliminated. Results of the Pearson Product Moment
correlational equation yielded a significant, positive correlation between SVR R standard scores
and DPI standard scores, and r(236) = .64, p < .001. Accordingly, the coefficient of
determination indicated that 41% of the variation in SVR R and DPI standard scores was shared
(r2 = .41). Students with higher SVR R standard scores also obtained higher DPI scores, and in
both cases higher scores were consistent with a higher probability of dyslexia.
Research Question 2: Comparison of Predictive Power of SVR R and DPI of Dyslexia
To address Research Question 2, a binary logistic regression was conducted on the
matched sample to evaluate the power of the SVR R and DPI standard scores to predict dyslexia.
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The DPI standard scores were added in Step 1, as they were the more powerful predictor, and
results yielded a statistically significant Chi Square value, x2(1) = 69.39, p < .001, indicating that
the model’s ability to predict dyslexia status was significantly stronger when it included the DPI
standard scores. The model explained 34.0% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia
identification and correctly classified 72.9% of the cases. The specificity estimate (accurate/true
positive prediction) was 76.3% and the sensitivity (accurate/true negative prediction) was 69.5%.
There were 36 false negatives (identified as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia
by the model) identified and 28 false positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not
identified as having dyslexia) identified. Students with dyslexia were 7.32 times more likely to
be predicted as having dyslexia than students without dyslexia when the DPI scores were
included in the model.
In Step 2, SVR R standard scores were added to the model, as they significantly
contributed to the predictive power of the model, although not to the same extent as the DPI. In
this step, the Chi Square value for the logistic regression model was again statistically
significant, x2(2) = 76.91, p < .001. The model explained an additional 3.1%, or 37.1%
(Nagelkerke R2) of the total variance in dyslexia identification and correctly classified 75.0% of
the cases. The specificity estimate was 78.0%, and the sensitivity 72.0%. There were 33 false
negatives (identified as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia by the model)
identified and 26 false positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not identified as
having dyslexia). See Table 5.
The following odds ratios were obtained from the final model. A one-point increase in
DPI score resulted in a student being 1.07 times more likely to be identified as having dyslexia.
Similarly, a one-point increase in the SVR R standard scores resulted in a student being 1.04
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times more likely to be identified as having dyslexia. Students with dyslexia were 9.11 times
more likely to be predicted as having dyslexia than students without dyslexia when both DPI and
SVR R scores were included in the model. That is, dyslexia status was significantly affected by
both the SVR R standard scores and the DPI standard scores; however, the DPI standard scores
exerted slightly more power than the SVR R standard scores. See Table 6 for Chi Square values,
standardized Beta weights, odds ratio, and statistical significance.
Research Question 3: Effect of Demographic Variables on SVR R Predictive Power
To address Research Question 3, a binary logistic regression was conducted using entire
sample rather than the matched sample, to determine the effects of demographic variables (e.g.,
gender, race/ethnicity, and SES) on the predictive power of the SVR R standard scores to
identify dyslexia status. At step 1, SVR R standard scores were included in the model. The Chi
Square value from the logistic regression model was statistically significant, x2(1) = 119.68, p <
.001. The model explained 18.2% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia identification and
correctly classified 91.5% of cases. The specificity and sensitivity estimates were 99.2% and
3.4%, respectively. There were 114 false negatives (identified as having dyslexia but not
predicted to have dyslexia by the model) identified and 11 false positives (predicted to have
dyslexia by the model but not identified as having dyslexia) identified.
At step 2, gender was added to the model, and the Chi Square associated with the
logistic regression was again statistically significant, x2(2) = 129.37, p < .001. The model
explained 19.6% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia identification and correctly
classified 91.6% of cases. Specificity at this step was 99.1% and the sensitivity was 5.1%. There
were 112 false negatives (identified as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia by the
model) identified and 12 false positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not
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identified as having dyslexia) identified. Gender significantly contributed to the predictive power
of the model in identifying students with dyslexia.
At step 3, SES was added to the model, and the logistic regression model yielded a
statistically significant Chi Square value, x2(5) = 138.65, p < .001. The model explained 21.0%
(Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia identification and correctly classified 91.7% of cases.
Model specificity was 99.3% and the sensitivity was 4.2%. There were 113 false negatives
(identified as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia by the model) identified and 9
false positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not identified as having dyslexia)
identified. SES significantly contributed to the predictive power of the model in identifying
students with dyslexia.
Race/ethnicity did not significantly contribute to the predictive power of the DPI model
in identifying students with dyslexia; therefore, it was not included in the final model. The
following odds ratios were obtained from the final model. A one-point change in the SVR R
standard score resulted in a student being 1.07 times more likely to be identified as having
dyslexia. Additionally, a male student was 1.92 times more likely to be identified as having
dyslexia than a female student. Finally, when comparing predictive power among SES
categories, no SES category differed statistically in its predictive power when all were compared
to students from the “reference group,” i.e., those whose parents did not complete high school.
Students with dyslexia were 6.62 times more likely to be predicted as having dyslexia than
students without dyslexia when the SVR R scores, gender, and SES were included in the model.
See Tables 7 and 8.
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Research Question 4: Effect of Demographic Variables on DPI Predictive Power
To address Research Question 4, a binary logistic regression was conducted on the
entire sample again to determine the effects of demographic variables, specifically gender,
race/ethnicity, and SES on the predictive power of the DPI standard scores to identify students
with dyslexia. At step 1, DPI standard scores were included in the model. The logistic regression
model yielded a statistically significant Chi Square value, x2(1) = 125.49, p < .001. The model
explained 19.1% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia identification and correctly
classified 92.3% of cases. Specificity was 99.6% and the sensitivity was 8.5%. There were 108
false negatives (identified as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia by the model)
identified and 6 false positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not identified as
having dyslexia) identified.
At step 2, gender was added to the model, and the Chi Square value from the logistic
regression model was again statistically significant, x2(2) = 132.62, p < .001. The model
explained 20.1% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia identification and correctly
classified 92.2% of cases. At this step, specificity was 99.6% and the sensitivity was 6.8%. There
were 110 false negatives (identified as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia by the
model) identified and 5 false positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not identified
as having dyslexia) identified. Gender significantly contributed to the predictive power of the
DPI model in identifying students with dyslexia.
At step 3, SES was added to the model. The logistic regression model again yielded a
statistically significant Chi Square value, x2(5) = 142.24, p < .001. The model explained 21.5%
(Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in dyslexia identification and correctly classified 92.1% of cases.
Specificity was 99.6% and the sensitivity was 5.9%. There were 111 false negatives (identified
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as having dyslexia but not predicted to have dyslexia by the model) identified and 6 false
positives (predicted to have dyslexia by the model but not identified as having dyslexia)
identified. SES significantly contributed to the predictive power of the DPI model in identifying
students with dyslexia.
Race/ethnicity did not statistically significantly contribute to the predictive power of the
DPI model in identifying students with dyslexia; therefore, it was not included in the model. The
following odds ratios were obtained from the final model. A one-point change in the DPI
standard score resulted in a student being 1.07 times more likely to be identified as having
dyslexia. Additionally, a male student was 1.76 times as likely to be identified as having dyslexia
than a female student. Finally, when comparing predictive power among SES categories, there
was no SES category that was statistically significantly different in its predictive power when
compared to students whose parents did not complete high school. Students with dyslexia were
14.20 times more likely to be predicted as having dyslexia than students without dyslexia when
the DPI scores, gender, and SES were included in the model. See Tables 9 and 10.
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CHAPTER IV
Discussion
Models of reading typically provide descriptions of reading-related abilities that develop
over time and define the characteristics required to successfully make meaning from print (e.g.,
basic decoding/word attack skills, fluency, and reading comprehension). Typically, reading
model components exist on continua and can characterize either strengths or weaknesses. Some
have been used to operationalize dyslexia, one of which is the Simple View of Reading (Mather
& Wendling, 2012). According to the SVR, individuals with dyslexia have poor decoding
abilities, but average linguistic comprehension abilities, which results in low overall reading
performance (Gough & Tunmer, 1986). More specifically, these individuals exhibit deficits
primarily in phonological processing, and in some cases, working memory and rapid naming
skills, which negatively impact spelling, word reading, and reading fluency (Mather &
Wendling). Although there are theoretical links between SVR and dyslexia (Gough & Tunmer;
Hoover & Gough, 1990; Nation, 2019; Roberts & Scott, 2006), there is only limited empirical
evidence to support the use of the SVR as a predictor of dyslexia, in part because there is still
some controversy as to the best definition (and operationalization) of dyslexia. As noted
previously, currently there is not one test that captures all the characteristics of dyslexia.
Consequently, the Test of Dyslexia (TOD; Mather et al., in press) was developed to provide an
empirically supported operationalization. The TOD is in standardization and provides a
comprehensive assessment for identification of dyslexia. Of note, it yields an equation designed
to predict the probability of dyslexia, the Dyslexia Probability Index, or DPI. More research is
needed to validate the DPI and to compare it to an existing model that has been theoretically
linked to dyslexia. Thus, the primary purpose of this study was to determine the comparability of
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the TOD-based DPI and the SVR R equation and to determine their relationship and relative
ability to predict dyslexia. On a related note, reading research has addressed to some extent the
specific characteristics of individuals that may impact their likelihood of reading
success/dyslexia, including gender, race/ethnicity, and SES (Mather & Wendling, 2012;
McCallum & Bell, in press), although the research has been less than conclusive (Arnett et al.,
2017; Hawke et al., 2009; Hoyles & Hoyles, 2010; Pennington et al., 2009; Robinson, 2013),
particularly as to the extent to which these variables affect the predictive power of the SVR R
and DPI in identifying those with dyslexia.
Research Question 1: Relationship between the SVR R and DPI
The SVR has been supported as a two-factor model of reading for decades (D X C = R;
Gough & Tunmer, 1986). Although it provides a theoretical model for identifying students with
dyslexia, there has been little consensus in the operationalization of its components (Gustafson et
al., 2013; Kirby & Savage, 2008; Torppa et al., 2016). Therefore, Research Question One was
designed to compare the SVR model of reading to another operationalization of dyslexia – the
DPI. According to the results from the correlational analysis, a positive and statistically
significant relationship exists between the standard scores of the SVR and the DPI, providing
evidence that the models characterize reading ability, and specifically dyslexia, similarly. These
results are to be expected, given that the operationalizations used in this study overlap to some
extent, with the SVR. That is, there is some spurious overlap between the two operationalizations
as some of the same measures were used in each. Although both equations included tests from
the TOD that comprise the Basic Reading Skills (i.e., Irregular Word Reading and Pseudoword
Reading) and Vocabulary (i.e., Picture Vocabulary and Listening Vocabulary) composites, the
SVR employs a less sophisticated and much less inclusive equation (i.e., fewer tests) when
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compared to the DPI, which should reduce the impact of the overlapping tests. These findings
are consistent with past research, which support the SVR as a model of measuring reading ability
(Hoover & Gough, 1990; Kirby & Savage, 2008), and provide evidence both that the SVR and
DPI may be useful estimates of reading ability in students and may provide methods for the
prediction of dyslexia.
Research Question 2: Predictive Power of the SVR R and DPI Scores
As a part of determining the comparability of the SVR R and DPI scores, the current
study was designed to examine the relative predictive validity of each model. According to the
theoretical literature, the SVR R should be related to and predictive of dyslexia, based on an
individual pattern of scores that includes weaker Decoding skills and stronger Linguistic
Comprehension skills. However, the empirical evidence using this equation to identify dyslexia
is more limited (Catts et al., 2003; Kirby & Savage, 2008; Nation, 2019). Most studies have
examined the validity of the main equation of the model (i.e., D X C = R; Catts et al.), and there
has been little research on the reading comprehension scores in students with dyslexia (Nation,
2019). On the other hand, the DPI is new and represents a novel operationalization; while the
authors of the TOD provide some theoretical linkage between the DPI and dyslexia, its empirical
validity has not been examined. The TOD was constructed to identify students who have
dyslexia based on a variety of factors, including reading and spelling skills, linguistic processing
factors, and cognitive abilities (Mather et al., in press). The TOD combines all areas potentially
affected or impacted in students with dyslexia and uses a pattern of scores to suggest dyslexia
risk (Mather et al.). Creation of the TOD was informed by theoretical models of dyslexia, and
preliminary item analysis and reliability data from the pilot study show promising results.
Therefore, the relative power of the DPI was used as a point of comparison model for the SVR R
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in identifying students with dyslexia. Results from the logistic regression analyses indicated that
the DPI is a stronger predictor of dyslexia, but the SVR R scores significantly contributed to the
predictive power beyond the predictive capability of the DPI. This outcome is not surprising –
the DPI equation provides a more sophisticated, inclusive, and comprehensive
operationalization, i.e., it contains many variables within the equation that may be affected by
dyslexia.
Research Question 3: Predictive Power of the SVR R and Other Demographic Variables
One purpose of this study was to address the gap in literature regarding the SVR model of
reading as an indicator of dyslexia status; another purpose was to further examine how various
demographic variables may impact its predictive power. Results of this study indicated that
gender, SES, and race/ethnicity all significantly contributed to the predictive power of the SVR
model, beyond the predictive power of the SVR R scores. According to the literature, certain
demographic variables do affect diagnoses, including reading related maladies. For example,
girls tend to have higher scores than boys on measures of reading throughout elementary school
(Nalipay et al., 2019; Voyer & Voyer, 2014). Additionally, more boys than girls are identified as
having reading problems and are referred more (Hawke et al., 2009; Rutter et al., 2004), though
recent data suggests an equal distribution of dyslexia among boys and girls (Shaywitz et al.,
2021). More boys are identified under special education eligibility guidelines, although this may
be due to higher rates of referrals, as boys tend to demonstrate more externalizing behaviors than
girls (Arnett et al., 2017; Pennington et al., 2009). Results of this study align with and expand
previous literature by demonstrating how gender increases the predictive power of the SVR
model of reading in identifying students with dyslexia.
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In addition, results from the logistic regressions identified SES as a significant predictor
of dyslexia in the SVR model, though not as strong as gender. That is, SES added significantly to
the predictive power beyond SVR R and gender. SES has been linked to reaching achievement in
the literature; specifically, students from low SES/poverty environments tend to have lower
reading achievement (Dolean et al., 2019; McCallum & Bell, in press; Rouse et al., 2019).
Possible explanations include environmental influences, such as access to books and related
literacy materials, time spent by mentors/caregivers who model using these materials and who
actually read to children, and heritability. According to the literature, dyslexia runs in families,
probably as a result of both biological predispositions and environmental variables associated
with reading disabilities (Constantino, 2005; Mather & Wendling, 2012; McCallum & Bell, in
press; Shaywitz, 2020; Wolf, 2007).
Race/ethnicity did not contribute significantly to the prediction of dyslexia status beyond
gender and SES based on results from the logistic regression. These results are somewhat
surprising given that white students typically score higher than students of most minority
populations in reading and math (Barton & Coley, 2009; Hussar, 2020), and particularly, that the
achievement gap identified in the 1980’s between White and Black students still exists (Willis,
2019). However, literature regarding race and dyslexia, specifically, is scant (McCallum & Bell,
in press), and data of prevalence rates are also limited by biases in referral rates. That is, Black
students are overrepresented in special education (Hussar et al., 2020; Robinson, 2013; Schott
Foundation for Public Education, 2015). Additionally, environmental factors, including quality
of education, preschool attendance, and SES have been identified as causes of the achievement
gap (Barton & Coley, 2009; Kuhfeld et al., 2020; Lang & Spitzer, 2020). In summary, according
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to results of the current study, race/ethnicity does not add predictive power to identification of
dyslexia beyond SVR R, after including gender and SES.
Research Question 4: Predictive Power of the DPI and Other Demographic Variables
A final purpose of this study was to assess the ability of the DPI to identify students with
dyslexia, and to examine the extent to which demographic variables impact its predictive power.
While DPI, gender, SES, and race/ethnicity entered into the predictive equation from the logistic
regression analyses, DPI provides the bulk of the predictive variance (associated with dyslexia
status) and in fact, demonstrates significant predictive capability (p < .001). After determining
the independent predictive power of the DPI (accounting for 19.1% of the variance) it is clear
that gender and SES contribute significant independent variance to the predictive power within
the model, in that order. Race/ethnicity did not provide significant additional predictive power
beyond DPI, gender, and SES, as discussed below. Even though both added statistically
significant predictive variance, the total combined variance was only 2.4%.
These results are not surprising given that the DPI was created to incorporate
achievement, phonological, linguistic, and cognitive factors that are often used to operationalize
dyslexia (Mather et al., in press). For example, the TOD includes tests of reading and spelling to
measure decoding, fluency, and comprehension (Mather & Wendling, 2012; McCallum & Bell,
in press), which are viewed as primary indicators of dyslexia. Additionally, it includes measures
of orthographic processing, auditory working memory, and rapid automatized naming, which
have been suggested to have theoretical links to dyslexia (Dahhan et al., 2020; Elliot, 2020;
Kilpatrick, 2015; McCallum & Bell; McCallum et al., 2006). Results from this study provide
preliminary evidence that the theoretically-based formula comprising the DPI is the strongest
predictor of dyslexia status, and demographic variables contribute a significant, but small amount
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of variance to the predictive model. Dyslexia can best be predicted by incorporating tests that
represent the cognitive abilities, linguistic processing factors, and reading skills required for a
pattern of scores consistent with dyslexia, which is the goal of the DPI provided by the TOD
(Mather et al).
Results suggest that there is some limited predictive value in gender and SES for
categorizing students as dyslexia beyond the DPI; the contribution is small. Although previous
literature supports the conclusion that gender and SES play a role in reading ability and in special
education identification (Arnett et al., 2017; McCallum & Bell; Pennington et al., 2009), this
assumes that the variance is not subsumed in a stepwise predictive equation containing robust
standard scores of reading skills. That is, had these variables been evaluated independently their
predictive capability might have been more salient.
For the DPI, like the SVR R model, race/ethnicity was not a significant contributor to the
predictive power. Again, this outcome is somewhat surprising, given that there is a welldocumented achievement gap between students of various races and research has indicated that
there is an over-representation of minority students in special education (Hanushek et al., 2019;
Willis, 2019). However, literature also suggests that this over-representation may be influenced
by a biased referral system, i.e., boys are referred more often, perhaps because they present with
more externalizing symptomatology (Hussar et al., 2020; Schott Foundation for Public
Education, 2015). And, as mentioned above, the logistic regression equation created a stepwise
function and did not examine race/ethnicity independently. In summary, results demonstrated
that the predictive power of a comprehensive model of dyslexia that includes the DPI, SES, and
gender captures significant predictive power which is not enhanced by adding race/ethnicity.
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Given that the DPI is the most powerful predictor, it may be a valuable addition to examiners
who are charged with evaluating those who are at risk for dyslexia.
Limitations
There are several limitations within this study. The first limitation is related to the
language within the goals (and related questions) of the study, and specifically use of the word
“predictive.” Traditionally, the term predictive implies that there is a temporal relationship
between two variables, and that one variable may predict another after some time has elapsed.
That is not the case in this study—all the variables were collected concurrently, typically during
one to three sessions within the same day – and the order of administration followed the
inclusion of the test arrangement within the TOD test booklets. So, the term as used in this study
does not imply a temporal relationship between the variables, but only a statistical one.
Another limitation focuses on the nature of the diagnostic process for determining
dyslexia. Specifically, students were identified as having dyslexia based on self-report or
parent/teacher report of the diagnoses of a Specific Learning Disorder in Basic Reading Skills.
Consequently, the identification methods used to diagnose SLD may vary from student to student
and school to school. Most students attended public schools (66.1%), but some attended private
schools (28.8%) or were homeschooled (3.4%). Future studies may include a larger sample of
students attending schools for students with dyslexia or other students who received
interventions for dyslexia to increase the size and definitional qualities of the dyslexia sample.
For example, students with an SLD in reading fluency may also have dyslexia; these students
were not included in the current study. In addition, the overall/entire sample was chosen to
represent the 2018 U.S. census. However, COVID 19 occurred in the midst of the
standardization collection process and the census match was affected slightly, and consequently
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the generalizability of the sample. Future studies investigating the SVR R and DPI using TOD
tests may integrate a weighting process that adjusts demographic variables to more precisely fit
the U.S. population. Additionally, the SVR R and DPI operationalizations were created based on
theoretical considerations, and had not been used previously; thus, there was no existing
evidence available showing the overall psychometric integrity of these scores. The most
predictive operationalizations may vary across the age span, as children develop different
reading skills at different ages. In the future researchers might examine relationships using
different operationalizations of either the SVR R or DPI and may further examine the
relationship between the best operationalization and student age. Finally, future researchers may
continue to refine the operationalizations to select the most efficient operationalization. Results
of the current study indicated that the DPI was only slightly better at predicting dyslexia status
than the SVR, although it included significantly more tests than the SVR. Researchers may
continue to change operationalizations to determine the best predictor from the least amount of
scores.
Summary and Implications
Overall, results from this study add to the literature addressing the utility of the SVR and
the linkages between it and reading related limitations. In addition, results indicate significant
overlap between the SVR R and another operationalization with implications for diagnosing
dyslexia, the TOD-based DPI, and provide evidence to support the predictive utility of both, i.e.,
both are capable of identifying students with dyslexia, although the DPI is a slightly more robust
predictor. When demographic variables were included to determine their effect on the predictive
power beyond the SVR R, gender and SES added (statistically) significantly to the predictability.
When demographics were added to the DPI prediction, gender and SES contributed (statistically)
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significantly to the predictive equation. Knowing a student’s gender and SES increases the
ability of both models to accurately predict dyslexia status. Race/ethnicity did not add to the
predictive power of the either model beyond the first three predictors, i.e., the SVR R, SES, and
gender or the DPI, SES, and gender. So, apparently both the SVR R and DPI operationalizations
can help inform dyslexia probability, and the predictive quality is impacted slightly by
knowledge of gender and SES for both. In the future, researchers may continue to investigate
operationalizations to determine the most efficient set of predictors.
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Appendix A
Tables
Table 1
Demographic Information for Matched Sample and Entire Sample

Grade
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth

Matched Sample
N
%
236
10
4.2
32
13.6
28
11.9
40
16.9
26
11.0
30
12.7
18
7.6
20
8.5
12
5.1
10
4.2
10
4.2

Gender
Male
Female

236
158
78

Race/Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African American
White
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Other/Multiracial
Hispanic

236
6
40
124
2
2
62

Highest Education Level of Guardian
Did not complete high school
High school graduate/GED
Some college or Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree or higher

236
25
79
28
104
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Entire Sample
N
%
1,475
122
8.3
192
13.0
160
10.8
163
11.1
167
11.3
157
10.6
111
7.5
118
8.0
104
7.1
94
6.4
87
5.9

66.9
33.1

1,475
745
730

50.5
49.5

2.5
16.9
52.5
.8
.8
26.3

1,475
115
237
689
21
6
55
352

7.8
16.1
46.7
1.4
.4
3.7
23.8

10.6
33.5
11.9
44.1

1,475
122
378
364
611

8.3
25.6
24.7
41.4

Table 2
Matched Sample Descriptive Statistics

SVR Decoding
SVR Linguistic Comprehension
SVR Reading Comprehension
SVR Difference (LC – D)
Least Affected DPI Scores
Most Affected DPI Scores
DPI Difference (Least – Most Affected)
SVR Difference Standard Score
DPI Difference Standard Score

N
236
236
236
236
236
236
236
236
236

Min
1.00
7.00
11.50
-22.50
4.25
3.65
-26.40
68.00
70.00
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Max
56.00
44.00
2,436.00
16.50
40.50
59.60
13.65
147.00
141.00

M
34.08
29.38
1,086.73
-4.71
25.20
33.42
-8.22
100.00
100.00

SD
12.43
8.11
558.27
6.97
8.58
13.00
7.60
14.67
14.65

Skewness
-.80
-.58
-.02
.33
-.58
-.44
.43
.21
.41

Kurtosis
.01
-.06
-.53
-.36
-.33
-.29
.00
-.44
-.32

Table 3
Entire Sample Descriptive Statistics

SVR Decoding
SVR Linguistic Comprehension
SVR Reading Comprehension
SVR Difference (LC – D)
Least Affected DPI Scores
Most Affected DPI Scores
DPI Difference (Least – Most Affected)
SVR Difference Standard Score
DPI Difference Standard Score

N
1,475
1,475
1,475
1,475
1,475
1,475
1,475
1,475
1,475

Min
1.00
7.00
8.00
-28.00
4.00
3.65
-31.75
48.00
58.00
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Max
69.00
48.00
3,139.50
18.50
44.75
69.95
13.65
157.00
160.00

M
40.11
32.09
1,341.87
-8.02
27.90
39.21
-11.30
100.06
99.95

SD
10.04
6.89
527.02
6.21
6.95
11.27
6.97
14.66
14.93

Skewness
-1.09
-.43
-.04
.68
-.53
-.57
.43
.54
.42

Kurtosis
1.62
.22
-.12
.77
.27
.26
.23
.69
.29

Table 4
Tests of Dyslexia Scores for the Matched Sample
Students with
Dyslexia
(n=118)
M
SD
32.87
12.70
45.99
24.77
24.03
13.51
18.14
10.05
17.69
12.54
20.00
11.91
29.03
16.30
58.91
51.89
14.61
9.12
19.48
8.71
17.98
7.88
12.69
6.43
15.28
7.57
55.26
27.15
68.44
31.24
43.08
12.81
22.16
16.65
5.70
2.97
5.58
2.83
12.90
9.15
15.38
10.83
19.92
11.27
36.21
7.17
17.23
10.41

Test
Irregular Word Reading
Rapid Irregular Word Reading
Pseudoword Reading
Rapid Pseudoword Reading
Irregular Word Spelling
Regular Word Spelling
Question Reading Fluency
Oral Reading Efficiency
Silent Reading Efficiency
Blending
Segmentation
Substitution
Deletion
Rapid Letter Naming
Rapid Number and Letter Naming
Letter and Word Choice
Word Pattern Choice
Letter Memory
Word Memory
Symbol to Sound Learning
Geometric Analogies
Picture Analogies
Picture Vocabulary
Listening Vocabulary
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Students without
Dyslexia
(n=118)
M
SD
42.45
9.61
72.39
21.73
36.99
11.43
31.37
11.48
27.00
10.61
31.16
11.85
45.03
16.27
107.38 43.77
23.33
9.18
22.81
6.70
19.53
6.04
16.26
4.73
20.25
6.25
85.87
29.97
99.81
35.44
54.81
10.62
29.79
15.32
6.83
2.44
6.86
2.52
17.02
8.71
22.87
9.29
25.89
9.24
41.13
6.14
22.94
8.72

Table 5
Classification Table of SVR R & DPI Standard Scores Predicting Dyslexia Identification

Step 1: DPI Standard Scores

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

Step 2: DPI & SVR R Standard
Scores

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia
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Identified
Have
Do Not Have
Dyslexia
Dyslexia
82
28
36
90

85
33

26
92

Table 6
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Dyslexia Status using SVR R and DPI Standard Scores
Predictor

df

Chi-Square

B

SE(B)

Odds Ratio

Sig.

.07
.04
-10.74

.02
.01
1.52

1.07
1.04
.00

<.001
.007
<.001

(Final Model)
DPI Standard Scores
SVR R Standard Scores
Constant

1
1
1

21.74
7.36
50.15
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Table 7
Classification Table of SVR R Standard Scores and Demographic Variables Predicting Dyslexia
Identification
Identified
Have
Do Not Have
Dyslexia
Dyslexia
4
11
114
1346

Step 1: SVR R Standard Scores

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

Step 2: SVR R Standard Scores
& Gender

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

6
112

12
1345

Step 3: SVR R Standard Scores,
Gender, and SES

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

5
113

9
1348
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Table 8
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Dyslexia Status using SVR R and Demographic Variables
Predictor

df

Chi-Square
(Final Model)
95.51
9.28
8.23

B

SE(B)

Odds
Ratio
1.07
1.92

Sig.

SVR R Standard Scores
1
.07
.01
<.001
Gender
1
.65
.22
.002
SES (Highest Level of
3
.041
Education of Guardian)
Constant
1
126.54
-10.13
.90
.00
<.001
Note. When all SES status variables are in the model, each group is compared to Did Not
Complete High School (reference group). Race/ethnicity was not included in the final model.
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Table 9
Classification Table of DPI Standard Scores and Demographic Variables Predicting Dyslexia
Identification
Identified
Have
Dyslexia
10
108

Do Not Have
Dyslexia
6
1351

Step 1: DPI Standard Scores

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

Step 2: DPI Standard Scores &
Gender

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

8
110

5
1352

Step 3: DPI Standard Scores,
Gender, and SES

Predicted

Have Dyslexia
Do Not Have
Dyslexia

7
111

6
1351
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Table 10
Binary Logistic Regression Predicting Dyslexia Status using DPI and Demographic Variables
Predictor

df

Chi-Square
(Final Model)

B

SE(B)

Odds

Sig.

Ratio

DPI Standard Scores
1
97.92
.07
.01
1.07
<.001
Gender
1
6.93
.57
.22
1.76
.008
SES (Highest Level of
3
8.34
.040
Education of Guardian)
Constant
1
131.80
-10.20
.89
.00
<.001
Note. When all SES status variables are in the model, each group is compared to Bachelor’s
Degree or Higher (reference group). Race/ethnicity was not included in the final model.
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